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I Cyclotron Road 1 History of the Affine-Virasoro Constructions

Berkdey, California 947_,0
USA Afl'me-Virasoro constructions are Virasoro operators constructed with the cur-

rents J,, a = 1,... ,dimg of affme Lie g. All known conformal field theories may

be constructed this way.

Abstract Here is a brief history of these constructions, which began with two

In this talk, I will review the foundations of irrational conformal field papers [1,2] by Bardakci and myself in 1971. These papers contained the follow-

theory (ICFT), which includes rational coaformal field theory as a small ing developments.

subspace. Highlights of the review include the Virasoro master equation, a) The first examples of affme Lie algebra, or current algebra on S 1. This
the Ward identities for the correlators of lCFT and solutions of the Ward was the independent discovery of affme Lie algebra in physics, including the

identities. In particular, I will discuss the solutions for the correlators affme central extension some years before it was recognized in mathematics [3].

of the g/h coset constructions and the correlators of the afline-Sugawara Following the convention in math, we prefer the neutral names affme Lie alge-
nests on g :) hi :) ... :) hn. Finally, I will discuss the recent global bra or current algebra, reserving "Ksc-Moody" for the more general case [4]

solution for the correlators of all the ICFT's in the master equation, including hyperbolic algebras.

b) World-sheet fermions (half-integer moded), from which the affme algebras

•This work was supportedin part by the Director,Office of Energy Research,Officeof were constructed, l_amond [5] gave the integer-moded case in the same issue of

High Energyand NuclearPhysics,Divisionof High EnergyPhysimof the U.S. Departmentof Physical Review.
EnergyunderContractDE-AC03-76SF00098and in part by the NationalScienceFoundation
undergrant PHYg0-21139. c) The first affme-Sugawara constructions, on the currents of affme Lie alge-

Iv-mail: MBHALPERN@LBL.GOV,THEORY::HALPERN bra. Sugawara's model [6] was in four dimemions on a different algebra. The
$'I'ldkpresented at the conference "StrinM 1993",Berkeley,May 23-29.
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The nest stre_ tensors may be rearranged as sums of mutually-commuting Vi- Moreover, rational central charge is rare in the space of unitary conformal

rasoro constructions for g/h and h, field theories. Indeed, the rational conformal field theories are rare in the space
of Lie h-invariant confonnal field theories [16], which are themselves quite rare.

._._Tn,_l_,+, (2.11a) Many candidates for new rational conformal field theories [23,27,28], beyond theT,h,/...l_.., +
,,l cceet constructions, have also been found.

,-1 d) Classification t. Study of the space by high-levelt expansion [21] shows ar,/h,/.../_.= T,/h,+ _ T_./_.+,+T_. (2.11b)
t=t partial classification by graph theory and generalized graph theories [18,22-26].

In the classification, each graph is a level-family, whose conformal field theories
so the conformal field theories of the affine-Sugawar_ nests sre expected to be

tensor-product field theories (see Section 5). carry the symmetry of the graph. At the present time, seven graph-thenry
units [17] of generically unitary and irrational conformal field theories have been

studied, and it seems likely that many more can be found [26].

3 Irrational Conformal Field Theory Largeas they are, the _raph theories cover only very small regions of sffme-

Virasom space. Enough has been learned however to see that all known exact
Hexe is an overview of the solution space of the master equation, called affme-

solutions are special cases of relatively high syrmnetry, whereas the genericcon-

Viresoro space. For further details see the review in Ref.[17] formal field theory is completely asymmetric [18].

a) Counting [15,18]. The master equation is a set of dim o(dim g + 1)/2 coupled Before going on to the Ward identities, 1 should mention several other lines
quadratic equations on the same number of unknowns L "b. This allows us to

of development.
estimate the number of inequivalent solutions on each manifold. As an example,

1. Non-chiral CFT's. Adding right-mover copies _ and _ of the K-conjugate
there are approximately 4x billion conformal field theories on each level of affme
SU(3), and exponentially larger numbers on larger manifolds, stress tensors, we may take the usual Hamiltonian H - L I°} + L (°} for the L

theory. Because the generic CFT has no residual affme symmetry, the physical
b) Exact solutions [15,18-26,16]. Large numbers of new solutions have been

Hilbert space of the generic theory L is characterized by
found in closed form. On positive integer levels of affine compact g, most of

these solutions are unitary with irrational central charge. As an example, the L('>°}lL-physical) : _,0">°}[L-physical) : 0 . (3.2)

value at level 5 of affme SU(3) [21] 2. World sheet action [29]. Correspondingly, the world-sheet action of the

,oc ((SU(3)S)#D(1)) £ v_i/ by the K-conjugate theory L. An open direction here is the relation with o-

modeht and the corresponding space-time geometry of irrational conformed field
is the lowest unitary irrational central charge yet observed. See Ref.[16] for the
most recent fist of exact solutions, theory. In this connection, see also Ref.[13].

*In the courseof this wcgk, • new and sppmently fundamentalconnection betwem Lie
c) Systematics [17]. GenericaUy, algme-Virasoro space is organized into level-

groups and graphs was seen. The in_ reader dmuld ¢xuult ltef.[16] and e,pedslly
families of conformal field theories, which ere essentially analytic functions of Rd.[26], whichmdomstiamthese ob_rvutkms.
the level. On positive integer level of affme compact g, it is clear from the form tThe leading behaviorL'* = (P"/2k) + O(t-=), L" : (P't/2t) + O(k-=) is believed

of the master equation that the generic level-family has generically irrational [21] to include all unitaryconformslfieldtheorieson aWmecompact g, where P and/3 age
projectca whichaurato the inveMeKillingmetric. In the graph theories,the projectomage

central charge, the adjsceney matricesof the graphs.
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which follow from the null state (4.2) and its K-conjugate copy with L --* L. So far we have described only the biconformal correlators. To obtain the

The sum of these two connections is the KZ connection W_, with L ffi L8. conformal correlators, we must factorize the biconformal correlatorsS

All the connections may be computed by standard dispersive techniques Aa(i,z) = (A(i)A(z)) ° , A_(z) ffi(A(z)A(z)) ° (4.12)
from the formula [37,39]

into the proper correlators _] and A of the/, and L theories respectively. Then

A_ (z) Wjt..j,,_l..._p(z)D° - the factorized Ward identities [37]

['6" _., d_" drl" l ] _ L'°a" ' dw'.° ' d-'_'_,_i __/-. _; _ _I ]2,i - J,_, 2-i J_, 2_ri r/,+, w,+' (Oj,...Oj, AOi,...O_,A)°ffi(AA)n(W_I..._,i,..A,)p ° (4.13)

x (Jo,(ql)Jb, (wl)... Jo,(qq)J_ (wq)Jq (q_,.I)Ja, (wq+l)... are an all-order non-lineardifferential system for the corrdators of the K-conjugate

Jq, Ol,+p)J,_(w,_._,)l_s'(T',z,)...li_s"(T",z,,)) (4.8) pair of conformal field theories.

sincethe required averagesare in the affme-Sugawaratheory on g. The results

(4.6) and (4.8) prove the existence of the biconformal correlators (at least as 5 Coset and Nest Correlators

an expmmion about the affme-Sugawara line i - z), but computation of all
To anchor the new Ward identities, we solved the system first for the rational

the connections appears to be a formidable task. So far, we have explicitly
conformai field theories.

evaluated only the first and second-order connections [37] for all theories and

all the connections for the coset constructions [37,39] and affine-Sugawara nests Given the all-order connections for

[39]. L = Lela , L ,= La (5.1)
Many general properties of the connections also follow from (4.8), including

the high-level form of all the connections [39] one solves the Ward identities (4.6) or (4.13) to obtain the factorized biconformal
correlators [37,39]

wj,.j,.,,...,,= wj,...i,.oWo.,,..,,+ o(k-_) (4.9_) a°(_,z)= An,/,,(_)A,,(z)B" (5.2_)

Wjl...jl,o-_.(N_jr_Wj_oo-I..O(k-'),q_>] (4.9b) A;lh(,)fAn,(,)A;'(,)n ° (5.2b)
\;.a l where Aslh are the coset ¢orrelators. The two-index symbol Ah is the (invertible)

We.i_..._, - Oi, Wo.i, + O(k -2) , p > 1 (4.9c) evolution operator of h, which solves the KZ equation for h C g.
- Using the g and h-invariant tensors of T s ®... ® T 4, one may change to

and the crossing symmetry of the connections [39] a conformal-block basis for the four-point coset o_rrelators. Then, the crest
blocks [40,37,41]

wj,.._,.,,...bl,.,= w_i._..,._,, (4.10) C(u)," "- }',(u),m._'h I(u)m" (5.3)

whereJ_4-, / includesT's, z'sand indices. Moreover, theconsistencyrelations [37] are obtained from (5.2b), where _'8 and _'_ are the KZ blocksof g and h.

B . . .(8,+ wJ)w_,..._,.,,...,,= w_,.._,,.,..._+ w_,.._,.,,...,,, (4.11) 'The,o_tm m(4.n)maid, • ,m S°(_.,)= E,(A.(_)A.(,))° o_ theoodo,m-'structures _, A_ of the theodm sad an smignmentof Liealgebra indiem. See Re/'s.[37,39]

show that we need only compute the independent set of connections W0._..._,. and Section7.
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solves the unfactorized Ward identities (6.1a), where ue is s regular reference of the L and L theories respectively. Because the eigenvalue problem is infinite

point. The consistency relations (6.3) show that the biconformal correlators are dimensional, we find a generically infinite number of conformal structures for

independent of the choice of us. each theory - in accord with intuitive notions about ICFT.

We are left with the problem of factofization, but now we need only factorize This solution verifies the following properties [39].

the connections W_,(ue) at the reference point into functions of q times functions 1. Cruets and nests. The solution reproduces the correct (meet and nest cor-

of p. The factorized Ward identities (6.2) have been reduced to an algebraic relators above. The mechanism is a de#enemcy of the conformal structures in

problem, which each 17'vis proportional to the same known mrrelatom

2. Braiding. The mlution exhibits a braiding for all ICFT, which follows from

7 Candidate Correlators for Irrational CFT the er(ming symmetry (6.4) of the connections and the linearity of the eigenvalue

problem. Since the coast correlators are correctly included in the solution, this

In fact, there are many algebraic factorizations of W_, whose interrelation is braiding includes and generalizes the braiding of RCFT.

not fully understood. I will discuss here only a particular solution, which has 3. Good semi-classical behavior. Because of the factorized high-level form (6.5)

good physical properties so far as it has been examined [39]. of the connections, we find a similar degeneracy among the high-level conformal

The invariant connections at the reference point define an eigenvalue pmb- structures of all ICFT. In this way, we identify the high-level correlators of ICFT,

l-u c,

w,,(_)o*',_)(,o)=_.(_)6_)(-o) (7.1,) (7.4)
) where Lob =/_/2k + O(k -2) is any affme-Virasoro construction on simple g.

¢/#)(uo)W_(uo)a ° - E_(uo)_{v)(uo) (TAb) The result (7.4) correctly includes the meet and nest correl_, exhibits physi-

* cal singularities in all channels and shows high-level fusion rules proportional to
where v, called the conformal structure index, labels the eigenvectors. Then, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. These correlators should also be analyzed at the

the spectral resolution level of conformal blocks.

W_(ue)o _ - _ _}(ue)Ev(ue)q_)(ue) (7.2) To further analyze the candidate correlators (7.3), it will be necessary to
v=e know more about the connections. Of particular interest is the next order in

gives the desired algebraic factorization of the connections, and we obtain the k -t, where the high-level degeneracy of the irrational theories is expected to lift.

conformal structures [39]

8 Conclusions
Y'(_,.) = (P(a)Y(.))°ffi_ _(_,-o)_0(-,.o) (7.3o)

The Virasoro master equation describesirrational conformal field theory, which

_'.(u, uo) -- _Yso(uo))_(')(u, uo) , )_(')(u, uo) = _ (u - uo)* )k_)(uo) includesrational conformal field theory asamall subspace. The affmc-Virmro
q.o q! Ward identities describe the correlatore of irrational mnformal field theory. The

(7.3b)
Ward identities are solvable beyond the coset constructions, and a set of candi-

y;(-,-o)= __r_)(-,-o) , Cr_)(-,.o)-_ ("-"°)--_;'_(_)(-o)
_=e P! date correlators have been obtained for all the irrational conformal field theories

(7.3c) of the master equation.
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